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Abstract

This paper describes a system of prosodic labelling currently being tested for the annotation of a large corpus of spoken English. It shows that at many syntactically-determined phrase boundaries, the supposedly “following” function word frequently groups prosodically with the previous phrase. This phenomenon provides support for the compounding view of prosodic phrasing proposed by Ladd, as opposed to the Strict Layer Hypothesis proposed by Selkirk.

1 Introduction

Rules for segment and syllable duration remain one of the least satisfactory aspects of most speech synthesis-by-rule systems. Empirical studies [1,2] have established many of the factors that affect duration, including both segmental differences (manner and place of articulation, vowel height, etc.) and prosodic factors such as degree of stress and position in phrase. However, current models still fall well short of accurately reproducing the timing of natural speech.

There is reason to believe that part of the difficulty in modelling duration stems from theoretical shortcomings in the identification of the prosodic factors involved. A number of current issues in phonological theory concern the nature of prosodic structure and the relationship among different prosodic features. Obviously, if the definition of e.g. ‘phrase’ is open to debate, then this will affect the way ‘phrase boundaries’ are marked in any given corpus or text sample, which in turn will affect any empirical findings about the influence of phrase boundaries on syllable and segment duration.

In previous work, Ladd & Campbell [3] reported a study to evaluate Ladd’s theoretical claim [4] that there is no principled limit to the depth of prosodic structure. We did this by comparing the durational effects of phrase boundaries within and between what Ladd calls ‘compound’ phrases, i.e. phrases that are themselves composed of two or more phrases, and showed two kinds of results: first, that there are significant differences on this comparison, and second, that inclusion of the distinction makes possible a significant improvement in the amount of variance accounted for. This work showed the relevance of issues in phonological theory for practical applications in phonetics and speech technology.

2 Corpora for Speech Synthesis

At ATR-SLT we are now working with speech corpora for concatenative synthesis (5) that are large enough to be “self-contained”, i.e. no longer need generalised rules for the prediction of durations, since the databases themselves now contain enough samples to allow direct selection of naturally appropriate waveform segments through judicious control of feature context. Indeed, instead of training a duration prediction model on the basis of repeated observations in the hope of generalising the findings to unobserved contexts, we can now assume that all relevant contexts (in terms of prosodic and phonetic environment) will be represented in the corpus so we can select units directly, without recourse to an intermediate numerical prediction stage. For this work, we are currently using a 16-hour corpus of read British English speech from one male speaker.

However, although the intermediate task of predicting an appropriate segmental or syllabic duration has now become redundant, the task of labelling the speech with an appropriate set of features that will allow us to retrieve appropriate segments according to their defining contexts has become even more important than before.

Following work on direct feature-based selection of waveform segments using a ToBI-coding [6], which replaces numerical pitch prediction by a higher-level non-numeric representation of the contour, we are now experimenting with a non-pitch-based higher-level representation of the speech in terms of phrasing and prominence relations. By replacing the traditional ToBI “tonal tiers” with a “prominence-marking tier” (see Figure 1), we aim to annotate the relevant prosodic phrasing features that relate to the chunking and hierarchies in the speech.

3 P-BI prosodic transcription

The annotation differs from the traditional ‘British school’ analysis, in which utterances are composed of major tone groups, and major tone groups are composed of minor tone groups. This categorisation of prosodic phrases conforms to the “Strict Layer Hypothesis” (Selkirk [7]), according to which the prosodic structure of any utterance consists of a hierarchical arrangement of a fixed number of prosodic domain types.

The Strict Layer Hypothesis is what is challenged in Ladd’s work: specifically, Ladd has argued for the existence of “superdomains” or “compound prosodic
stock into the big morning decline but, seeing the velocity of the market’s drop, he’d back on their offsetting purchase of futures until the S&P futures hit the trading limit.” In the transcription, plus-signs mark secondary prominence, and asterisks mark full prominence on the following word:

Great¹⁰ + These + firms 2  + sold 3 + stock 2  + VY into  + the  + big 4  + morning 5  + decline 6 but 7 + seeing 8 the  + velocity 9  of  + the  + market’s + drop 10 Great¹⁰ + back 11 on 12 their + offsetting 13 purchases 2  + of  + future 2  + Great¹⁰ until 14 the  + S&P 15 + futures 2  + hit 16 the  + trading 17 limit 18 Great¹⁰

4 Crossing dependencies
In many cases we found that syntactic boundaries (e.g., between a verb phrase and a prepositional phrase, as in the example above) were not reflected in the prosodic phrasing, and that the “initial” preposition was clearly included prosodically as the last word of the previous phrase:

c.g. {these firms sold stock} {into} {the big morning rush} (where { } shows syntax, and // prosody).

For this and other similar examples, we propose using the “V” label as a marker of such “boundary crossing,” and note that of the 45 cases found in a small sample of the corpus, more than 80% occur where there is a “V”.

Figure 1, that the falling F0 contour clearly includes the preposition. We take this as evidence supporting the theory that there are four hierarchically arranged types of tone group boundary rather than, as in the traditional transcriptions, two. These data conform with Ladd’s proposal that at least the following depth of prosodic structure is possible:

\[
\text{MajT}^3 \text{G}' 4 \\
/ \ \\
\text{MajT}^3 3 \text{G}' 4 \\
/ 2 \\
/ \\
\text{MajT}^3 \text{MinT}' \text{MinT}' \text{MinT}' \text{MinT}' 4 \\
/2- \ \\
/ \\
\text{MinT} \text{MinT}' \text{MinT}' \text{MinT}' 3 \{etc.\}
\]

Figure 2. Layers of prosodic phrasing (after [4,3]), showing the proposed P-BI numbering codes.
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